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Abstract. One of the major challenges in cloud computing is to simplify
the monitoring and control of elasticity. On the one hand, the user should
be able to specify complex elasticity requirements in a simple way and to
monitor and analyze elasticity behavior based on his/her requirements.
On the other hand, supporting tools for controlling and monitoring elasticity must be able to capture and control complex factors influencing
the elasticity behavior of cloud services. To date, we lack tools supporting the specification and control of elasticity at multiple levels of cloud
services and multiple elasticity metrics. In this demonstration, we will
showcase a system facilitating the multi-level and cross-layer monitoring,
analysis and control of cloud service elasticity.

1

Motivation

Simplifying the requirements speciﬁcation and providing rich features for controlling and monitoring elasticity is crucial for several stakeholders, e.g. software
service developers and providers, for exploiting the beneﬁts of cloud systems.
So far, existing frameworks or tools demonstrate limited, still complex, elasticity speciﬁcation and controls, e.g., considering cost, or quality when deciding for control actions for cloud services [1–3], without considering the multidimensional nature of elasticity, and the fact that the cloud service developer
or provider would be interested in describing requirements for diﬀerent parts
of his/her service, and at a high level, without worrying about virtual machine
level information. Moreover, there is a lack of elasticity monitoring tools that
support cross-layered, multi-dimensional elasticity of complex cloud services. In
our work, we overcome some of the above-mentioned limitations by developing
a system that performs multi-level monitoring data aggregation, analysis, and
control of cloud services, paving the way for truly elastic cloud services.
By demonstrating our system, we could show that, on the one hand, the service
providers or developers of the cloud services can easily monitor and specify elasticity requirements for their services at diﬀerent levels and perspectives. On the
other hand, we can discuss with other researchers how our control service takes
automatic decisions for adapting the cloud service, in order to meet speciﬁed
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elasticity requirements. Such a demonstration, therefore, will be useful for us to
understand the complexity to develop novel solutions to simplify the speciﬁcation
and support rich features for elasticity monitoring and control.

2

System Overview

The system to be demonstrated supports an integrated environment for specifying, controlling and monitoring elasticity of cloud services. Depicted in Figure
1, our system receives the cloud service description together with its elasticity requirements which are speciﬁed in SYBL [4]. When the cloud service is
executed, the Elasticity Control Service manages an internal representation of
the cloud service, which decomposes the cloud service into service topologies
(parts of the cloud service) which can be further decomposed into service units.
Each cloud service entity (e.g. service unit, service topology, virtual machines)
is associated with various runtime elasticity metrics and elasticity requirements.
The elasticity metrics are provided by the MELA Service which monitors the
elasticity behavior of service entities and conducts elasticity analysis. Based on
service structure, elasticity metrics and elasticity requirements, the Elasticity
Control Service decides suitable elasticity control actions in order to fulﬁll the
requirements.

Fig. 1. Monitoring and controlling elastic cloud services

Controlling Elasticity of Cloud Services: For the speciﬁcation of elasticity
requirements we use SYBL language [4], which is a directive-based language enabling the description of high-level elasticity requirements and for the control of
elasticity we use the control mechanism detailed in [5]. SYBL has three types of
directives: monitoring, constraints and strategies, which can target
diﬀerent levels of the cloud service. The Elasticity Control Service analyses the
elasticity requirements which can be conﬂicting or even contradicting, and produces new elasticity requirements on the basis of which it generates action plans
for elasticity control of cloud services. For example, elasticity requirements at
service topology level could be Co1: CONSTRAINT costPerClientPerHour
< 5 euro or Co2: CONSTRAINT responseTime < 0.5 s. The Elasticity
Control Service would evaluate these requirements, and in case one of them,
let’s say Co1, is violated, it would generate a new action plan consisting of a
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scaleout for a service unit inside the service topology, and a reconfigure(‘‘
highPerformance’’) for the service topology. For evaluating whether or not
the requirements are fulﬁlled and what would be the result of enforcing an action
the Elasticity Control Service uses information coming from the MELA Service.
Monitoring and Analyzing Elasticity: Our system collects monitoring data
from existing monitoring sources for diﬀerent types of metrics, from virtual machine level metrics like memory, CPU, to application level metrics like response
time or throughput. It aggregates the monitored metrics into higher level metrics, composing metrics associated with diﬀerent levels of the cloud service (e.g.
cloud service, service topology or service unit). A service unit can be deployed
over several virtual machine instances, and therefore metrics targeting this level
have be aggregated from metrics at virtual machine level. In the same manner, a cloud service is composed of several service topologies which in turn are
composed of several service units and therefore metrics at cloud service level
need to be aggregated from metrics at service topology level, which are in turn
aggregated from service unit level. Moreover, we can have complex metrics as
is the case for the metric targeted in constraint Co1 which is aggregated by
dividing cost per hour at service topology level and number of clients for the
service topology. The cost at service level is the sum of the cost at service unit
level, which in turn can be aggregated from, e.g. cost per virtual machine, cost
for I/O operations or cost for network interface. The monitored metrics are analyzed for detecting whether or not the cloud service is in elastic behavior (i.e.
fulﬁlls all elasticity requirements), what could be the trend for the evolution of
the metrics and what is the correlation among them. All this information is fed
into the Elasticity Control Service for generating elasticity control action plans
in case the cloud service, or parts of the cloud service do not expose the expected
behavior, deﬁned through elasticity requirements.

3

Demonstrating Cloud Services

We use a pilot, but realistic, Data-as-a-Service in an M2M (Machine-to-Machine)
cloud platform as the cloud service in our demonstration. Figure 2 shows a snapshot of our demonstration1 in which detailed service cloud structures together
with their runtime elasticity behaviors and elasticity control actions are analyzed
and presented to the developer/provider. Via a rich interface, the demonstration will show how elasticity requirements are described, how the cloud service
provider can view in real-time complex high level monitoring metrics understanding their values and impact upon the cloud service and how the cloud service is
automatically controlled for elasticity using all this information.
The user can specify SYBL elasticity requirements at diﬀerent levels, e.g.
in source code using Java annotations for service units, or in XML for service
topologies. After being started, the Elasticity Control Service processes information from the monitoring service and takes elasticity control actions when the
1

The demo video can be found at dsg.tuwien.ac.at/research/
viecom/prototypes/demo/syblmelaicsoc.wmv
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Fig. 2. Example of monitoring and controlling elasticity

requirements are not fulﬁlled. The user (e.g. cloud service provider) can view
the monitoring interface during the application execution, for checking if the
behavior is the expected one, for seeing how metrics are aggregated from lower
to higher levels, and for learning how the application behaves under diﬀerent
circumstances (e.g. how does adding more resources impact quality?).
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